
NOVA Data School
Data Science Foundations Course, August, 2019. Practice Set 4

1. Tesla Tesla purchases Lithium as a raw material for their batteries from either of two suppliers and is
concerned about the amounts of impurity the material contains. The percentage impurity levels in consign-
ments of the Lithium follows closely a normal distribution with the means and standard deviations given in
the table below. The company is particularly anxious that the impurity level not exceed 5% and wants to
purchase from the supplier who is ore likely to meet that specification.

Mean Standard Deviation
Supplier A 4.4 0.4
Supplier B 4.2 0.6

1. Which supplier should be chosen?

2. What if Supplier B implements some quality control which has no effect on the standard deviation but
raises their mean to 4.6?

2. Pfizer Pfizer introduced Viagra in early 1998 and during 1998 of the 6 million Viagra users 77 died
from coronary problems such as heart attacks. Pfizer claimed that this rate is no more than that in the
general population.

You find from a clinical study of 1, 500, 000 men who were not on Viagra that 11 of then died of coronary
problems in the same length of time during the 77 Viagra users who dies in 1998.

Do you agree with Pfizer’s claim that the proportion of Viagra users dying from coronary problems is no
more than that of other comparable men?

A 95% confidence interval for a difference in proportions p1 − p2 is given by

(p̂1 − p̂2) ± 1.96

√
p̂1(1 − p̂1)

n1
+

p̂2(1 − p̂2)

n2

3. AB Testing: Google Use dataset from https://www.dropbox.com/s/8rwu9l3ht1vsuuu/ab_browser_

test.csv?dl=1

Here is the definition of the columns:

• userID: unique user ID

• browser: browser which was used by userID

• slot: status of the user (exp = saw modified page, control = saw unmodified page)

• n_clicks: number of total clicks user did during as a result of n_queries

• n_queries: number of queries made by userID, who used browser browser

• n_nonclk_queries: number of queries that did not result in any clicks

Note, that not everyone uses a single browser, so there might be multiple rows with the same userID. In
this data set combination of userID and browser is the unique row identifier.

1. Count how many users in each group. How much larger (in percent) exp group when compared to
control group

2. Use confidence interval for the means, to perform testing. Is there a difference in average number of
clicks between 2 groups?

3. Mann-Whitney (http://www.statmethods.net/stats/nonparametric.html) is another test for com-
paring means, that does not require normality assumption. Use this test to check hypothesis that means
are equal.
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4. For each browser type and each of the 2 groups (control and exp) count the percent of queries that did
not result in any clicks. You can do it be dividing sum of n_nonclk_queries by sum of n_queries.
Comment your on your results.
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